AGENDA – REGULAR MEETING
GODDARD CITY PLANNING COMMISSION/BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
118 North Main, Goddard, KS
7:00 P.M. Monday, July 9, 2018

A. Call to Order
B. Pledge of Allegiance and Invocation
C. Approval of the Agenda
D. Citizen Comments
E. Approval of Minutes
1. Regular Meeting: June 11, 2018
F. Board of Zoning Appeals
1. Consider an application and conduct a public hearing concerning a request for a Variance from
Article 7-104C.4 which limits signs in C-2 General Business Districts to a “Maximum Height: 10
feet, except that roof signs may not exceed a height of five feet above the highest point of
the roof line.”
G. Old Business
1. Consider a Final Development Plan for Dove Estates PUD.
H. New Business
1. Consider a site plan for Braum’s Ice Cream & Dairy Store
I.

Staff Reports – Update on Ped/Bike Master Plan

J.

Commissioner Comments

K. Adjourn
Attachments

Agenda Subject to Revision.
Next Regular Meeting of the Planning Commission is scheduled for August 13, 2018.

MINUTES – REGULAR MEETING
GODDARD PLANNING COMMISSION/BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
118 North Main St., Goddard City Hall
June 11, 2018
A. CALL TO ORDER: The City of Goddard Planning Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals met in a Regular
Session on Monday, June 11, 2018 at 7:00 p.m. Vice-Chairman Cline called the meeting to order.
Commissioners Present

Commissioners Absent

Darrin Cline
Jamie Coyne
Doug Hall
Shane Grafing
Justin Parks

Doug VanAmburg

City staff present
Tim Johnson, Director, Community Development
Monte Barnickle, Community Development Specialist
B. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND INVOCATION: Chairman Cline led the Commission in the Pledge of
Allegiance and Invocation.
C. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA: Commissioner Hall moved to accept the Agenda as presented.
Commissioner Grafing seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0.
D. CITIZEN COMMENTS: No citizen comments were made.
E. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Johnson presented the meeting minutes from the special meeting of April
9, 2018. Commissioner Grafing moved to approve the minutes as presented. Commissioner Hall
seconded the motion. Motion carried 4-0.
Commissioner Coyne joined the meeting.
F. BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS: None.
G. OLD BUSINESS: None.
H. NEW BUSINESS:
1. Public Hearing – Consider a site plan for Rocky Road Development (Dairy Queen).
Johnson introduced the subject, and presented staff report H.1. Johnson reviewed the analysis of
the plan emphasizing the project’s compliance with the City’s storm water management,
landscaping and signage regulations. Staff recommended approval of the site plan as presented.
There being no discussion, Commissioner Grafing moved to approve the site plan as submitted.
Commissioner Coyne seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0.

Goddard Planning Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals
Regular Meeting
June 11, 2018

I.

STAFF REPORTS:
1. Ped/Bike Master Plan process update.
Johnson updated commissioners on the status of the planning process, shared the meeting
schedule going forward, and promised to forward that schedule in writing.

J.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS:
None.

K. ADJOURNMENT: Commissioner Hall moved to adjourn the meeting at 8:54 p.m. Commissioner
Grafing seconded the motion. Motion carried 5-0.
Meeting adjourned at 8:54 p.m.
Tim Johnson, Director, Community Development
Minutes Pending Approval at the July 9, 2018 Meeting.
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Item F-1
CITY OF GODDARD
GODDARD PLANNING COMMISSION / BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Monday, July 9, 2018
7:00 PM, Goddard City Hall
TO:
SUBJECT:

Planning Commissioners / Board of Zoning Appeals
Public Hearing – Request for a variance from Article 7-104C.4 concerning the maximum
height/size for an advertising sign
INITIATED BY: Tim Johnson, Community Development Director
AGENDA:
New Business

Background:
Attached for your consideration is an application submitted by Mr. Dwayne Dugan (Goddard Galleria,
LLC) on behalf of Braum’s Ice Cream and Dairy Stores for Variance from Article 7-104C.4 which limits
signs in C-2 General Business Districts to a “Maximum Height: 10 feet, except that roof signs may not
exceed a height of five feet above the highest point of the roof line.”
The City’s regulations regarding signs in C-2 General Business Districts are as follows:
1. Types Permitted:
a. Monument signs
b. Wall Sign
c. Roof Signs
2. Number of Signs Permitted: One of each type per zoning lot plus one additional sign for each
free-standing principle building if used for a monument sign. (See Section 7-102B for Corner and
Through Lots.)
3. Maximum Gross Surface Area: Three square feet of sign area for each foot of lineal street
frontage; provided, that no single sign shall exceed a gross surface area of 150 square feet.
4. Maximum Height: 10 feet, except that roof signs may not exceed a height of five feet above the
highest point of the roof line.
5. Required Setback: No minimum required.
6. Illumination: Illuminated signs shall be permitted.
The requested variance, if approved, would allow for a monument sign not to exceed 35 feet in height.
In addition to the application, attached are supporting materials including a notification of hearing, affidavit
of publication, illustrations of the proposed sign, an aerial photo indicating the surrounding area and
development, and a property ownership list.
The action required of the Planning Commission following the public hearing will take the form of a
recommendation to the Goddard City Council, which has final authority to act upon the request.

Analysis:
The Board of Zoning Appeals may authorize variances from the terms of the regulations that will not be
contrary to the public interest and provided that the spirit of the regulations is observed, public safety
and welfare secured, and substantial justice done. Variances may be authorized only in those specific
instances enumerated in Section 10-107.C and then only when the Board has made findings of fact
based upon the standards set out in Section 10-107.D that owing to special conditions a literal
enforcement of the provisions of these regulations will, in an individual case, result in unnecessary
hardship for the owner, lessee or occupant of land or structures. According to K.S.A. 12-759(e), any such
variance shall not permit any use not permitted by these regulations in the zoning district in which the
variance is requested.
10-107.C. Variances from the provisions of these regulations shall be granted by the Board only in
accordance with the standards set out in Section 10-107.D, and may be granted only in the following
instances and in no others:
1. To vary the applicable minimum lot area, lot width and lot depth requirements.
2. To vary the applicable bulk regulations, including maximum height and lot coverage and
minimum yard requirements.
3. To vary the dimensional provisions for permitted obstructions in required yards including fences
in Section 3-103F.
4. To vary the applicable number of required off-street parking spaces and the amount of offstreet loading requirements of Article 5.
5. To vary the applicable dimensional sign provisions of Section 7-102 regarding general
standards and Section 7-104 regarding district regulations.
6. To vary the applicable requirements in Sections 10-107 C1 through 5 above in conjunction with
conditional use applications for nonconforming, nonresidential structures and uses under
provisions of Section 8-105.
7. To vary the applicable provisions permitted by the Floodplain Regulations.
Period of Validity. No variance granted by the Board shall be valid for a period longer than 180 days
from the date on which the Board grants the variance, unless within such 180-day period a zoning
permit is obtained and the variance requested is started. The Board may grant extensions not exceeding
180 days each, upon written application, without further notice or hearing.
The criteria by which an application for a variance must be judged are set forth in the zoning ordinances
at Article 10, Section 107.D. The Board of Zoning Appeals may grant a variance based upon specific
findings of fact contained in the evidence presented at the hearing. Findings must be made on each of
the five following points, which are required by K.S.A. 12-759(e).
The criteria are…
1. That the variance requested arises from such condition which is unique to the property in
question and which is not ordinarily found in the same zoning district. and is not created by an
action or actions of the property owner or the applicant.
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APPLICANT COMMENTS. The subject property is unique from most properties due to the fact it
sits adjacent to Kellogg/US Highway 54, a major divided highway. The Goddard Galleria
development is planned to be a mix of large and small retail uses, and the applicant feels sign
competition among the number of businesses this development has planned will negatively
impact business due to the fact they consider their service as an "impulse buy."
Further, with higher posted speed limits along this mile of highway, the ability for the traveling
public to react to a small sign is reduced relative to other commercial corridors with lower speed
limits.
It is the opinion of the applicant the requested variance would not detrimentally impact uses or
projects on adjacent properties, or the public interest in general, since the proposed sign will
not be significantly out of scale with the surrounding commercial and industrial developments.
STAFF COMMENTS. The purpose of the City’s sign ordinance is “to safeguard the public use of
the streets and the sidewalk area and to equitably enhance the public use of the streets and the
sidewalk area and to equitably enhance the visual environment.” All signs in commercial areas
are limited to a height that is not to exceed 10-feet, unless a variance is granted by the Board of
Zoning Appeals. The current Walmart sign is 30-feet tall, and must become compliant with City
sign regulations by December 31, 2021. If Walmart wishes to continue to have a sign exceeding
10-feet in height, a variance will have to be granted at that time. This requirement applies to all
existing signs that do not meet the City’s sign standards.
The current maximum height standard of 10-feet, if enforced, will reduce the sign’s visibility
from Kellogg. Some variation to this standard seems reasonable.
2. That granting of the variance will not adversely affect the rights of adjacent property owners
or residents.
APPLICANT COMMENTS. We feel the proposed sign is appropriate for its location within a
major commercial district and will have a negligible effect on adjoining property owners. The
scale of the sign is offset by its design, which ties into the architecture of the principal structure,
and will only serve to enhance the future development of Goddard Galleria.
STAFF COMMENTS. The proposed variance does not appear to adversely affect the rights of
current or future owners of adjacent property.
3. That strict application of the provisions of these regulations from which a variance is
requested will constitute unnecessary hardship upon the property owner represented in the
application.
APPLICANT COMMENTS. This variance is requested to ensure the economic viability of a
proposed Braum's, a company which experiences reduced sales in stores with reduced signage.
If the request is denied the hardship would potentially be the loss of the project and, as an
extension, a loss in potential tax revenue.
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STAFF COMMENTS. Strict application of these regulations will potentially make it more difficult
for passers-by to see and recognize the business.
4. That the variance desired will not adversely affect the public health, safety, morals, order,
convenience, prosperity or general welfare.
APPLICANT COMMENTS. Approving this variance will have no adverse impact on the public
health, safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity, or general welfare. In fact, this variance
will in bring a desirable business to the community and enhance the future development of the
Goddard Galleria project.
STAFF COMMENTS. Approving this variance will have no adverse effect on the public health,
safety, morals, order, convenience, prosperity or general welfare. However, the purpose of the
regulations is to minimize visual complexity and make it as easy as possible for drivers to identify
places of business. While the existing regulations may be too restrictive in this instance, some
consideration should be given to striking a balance between the proposed variance, and existing
and future signage in Goddard Galleria.
5. That granting the variance desired will not be opposed to the general spirit and intent of these
regulations.
APPLICANT COMMENTS. The spirit of the Zoning Code is to protect adjoining property owners
from adverse impacts that would negatively affect their properties. Again, when considering all
the factors of the request, this variance will not detract from the adjacent uses and maintain the
intent of the Code.
STAFF COMMENTS. The purpose of the regulations is to minimize visual complexity and make it
as easy as possible for drivers to identify places of business. While the existing regulations may
be too restrictive in this instance, some consideration should be given to striking a balance
between the proposed variance, and existing and future signage in Goddard Galleria.
In determining whether the evidence supports the conclusions required by Section 107-D, the Board
shall consider the extent to which the evidence demonstrates that:
1. The particular physical surroundings, shape or topographical condition of the specific property
involved would result in a practical difficulty or unnecessary hardship upon or for the owner,
lessee or occupant, as distinguished from a mere inconvenience, if the provisions of these
regulations were literally enforced;
2. The request for a variance is not based exclusively upon a desire of the owner, lessee, occupant
or applicant to make more money out of the property;
3. The granting of the variance will not be materially detrimental or injurious to other property or
improvements in the neighborhood in which the subject property is located; and
4. The proposed variance will not impair an adequate supply of light or air to adjacent property,
substantially increase congestion on public streets or roads, increase the danger of fire,
endanger the public safety or substantially diminish or impair property values within the
neighborhood.
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Conditions and Restrictions. In granting a variance, the Board may impose such conditions upon the
premises benefitted by the variance as may be necessary to comply with the standards set out in Section
10-107.D which would reduce or minimize any potentially injurious effect of such variance upon other
property in the neighborhood and to carry out the general purpose and intent of these regulations,
including methods for guaranteeing performance such as are provided for in Section 10-108.D. Failure to
comply with any of the conditions for a variance which are later attached to a zoning permit shall
constitute a violation of these regulations.
When considering a variance, it is necessary to determine whether the changes allowed will be
appropriate for that property and the surrounding area, and that substantial justice done; that the
changes will not be contrary to the public interest, the spirit of the regulations, and the public safety and
welfare. Variances may be authorized only in those instances when the Board of Zoning Appeals has
made findings of fact based upon the standards set out in Section 10-107.D that owing to special
conditions a literal enforcement of the provisions of these regulations will, in an individual case, result in
unnecessary hardship for the owner, lessee or occupant of land or structures.
It is important to include in the motion the reason or reasons for approval or denial of the zoning
request. This need be no more than referencing some element of the staff report. Whether the motion
is to approve or deny the request, it should be based on whether the approval or denial is appropriate
and supported by findings of fact.
The procedure for considering this item is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction and staff presentation of report
Applicant presentation
Open public hearing: All who wish to speak on the matter may do so
Allow for Q & A between staff, applicant and public
Close public hearing
Discussion and deliberation among Planning Commissioners
Motion (including reasons for said motion), second, and vote
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Item G.1
CITY OF GODDARD
GODDARD PLANNING COMMISSION / BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
MONDAY, JULY 9, 2018
7:00 PM
TO:
SUBJECT:
INITIATED BY:
AGENDA:

Planning Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals
Final Development Plan for Dove Estates PUD
Tim Johnson, Community Development Director
Old Business

On March 12, 2018, the Goddard Planning Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals approved a change of
zoning and a preliminary development plan for Dove Estates Asbury Park Planned Unit Development.
The Goddard City Council considered the Zoning Amendment and preliminary development plan at their
April 2, 2018 meeting, and adopted an ordinance changing the zoning per the Planning Commission’s
recommendation. The City Council also approved the preliminary development plan and directed the
applicant to prepare and submit a final development plan to the Planning Commission for
consideration.
Article 4-107L of the City’s zoning ordinances, stipulates:
The Planning Commission may not deny approval of the final development plan if it is in substantial
compliance with the preliminary development plan. The final development plan shall be deemed to be
in substantial compliance with the preliminary development plan as approved, provided that the final
development plan does not:
1. Vary the proposed gross residential density or intensity of use by more than five percent (5%) or
involve the reduction in the area set aside for common open space, nor the substantial relocation
of such area.
2. Increase by more than ten percent (10%) the floor area proposed for non-residential use.
3. Increase by more than five percent (5%) the total ground area covered by buildings, nor involve a
substantial change in the height or location or buildings and/or other major elements of the plan.
Staff has reviewed the final development plan, and find it in in compliance with the Zoning Ordinances
and Subdivision Regulations. The plan now comes before the Planning Commission for consideration. If
the Commission is satisfied that the requirements of all applicable Zoning Ordinances have been, or will
be, met by the developer, you may approve the final plan, including any required changes.
Staff recommends approval of this final development plan.
Attachments:
• Aerial Map
• Final Development Plan
• Preliminary Development Plan
• April 2, 2018 City Council Minutes
G.1-1

G.1-2

G.1-3

G.1-4

G.1-5

G.1-6

G.1-7

Item H.1
CITY OF GODDARD
GODDARD PLANNING COMMISSION / BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Monday, July 9, 2018
7:00 PM

TO:
SUBJECT:
INITIATED BY:
AGENDA:

Planning Commissioners / Board of Zoning Appeals
Site Plan for Braum’s Ice Cream & Dairy Store (Goddard Galleria)
Tim Johnson, Director of Community Development
New Business

Background:
In March of this year City staff began working on a site plan with Baughman Company and Braum’s Ice
Cream and Dairy Stores to locate a Braum’s Store at 18601 W Kellogg Drive (Lot 3, Block C, Goddard
Galleria Addition). The site is located on the west side of the entrance to Walmart off Kellogg Drive,
comprises approximately 1.58 acres, is zoned C-2 (General Business District), and will retain this zoning
classification.
Attached please find a copy of the site plan for the planning commission’s review and consideration. Per
the City’s procedure, a preliminary site plan was distributed to appropriate City staff, and Sedgwick
County Fire District #1 for review and comment. Those comments and changes were conveyed to the
applicant and are reflected in the attached plan.
The applicant is now seeking a final site plan review and approval. Following approval of the site plan
building plans will be finalized and submitted to MABCD for review and approval, after which a building
permit may be issued.
Analysis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The site is 69,241.3 S.F. (1.59 acres). The building will be 6,092 S.F.
Utilities will be connected to existing water, sewer and fiber optic lines on the south side of the
property, and gas service along the north side of the property.
Storm water runoff is compliant with the existing storm water management plan for this
development.
Landscaping plans are included on Sheets No. L10-20, and comply with the City’s requirements.
Sedgwick County Fire District #1 has reviewed the site plan and commented only that a fire
hydrant shall be within 400 feet of the furthest point of the structure. A fire hydrant will likely
have to be added along the south property line to satisfy this requirement.
The developer will be required to install sidewalks connecting the site with the surrounding
development at a future date.
The site will be irrigated from the City’s water system, and will meet the City’s backflow
requirements.

•
•
•
•
•

The trash enclosure will be enclosed by fencing gates on the front. The enclosure is located on the
southeast corner of the property.
Elevations of the building show a combination of brick, stone, stucco pattern fiber cement and
architectural metal in various shades of cream, tan and light brown with Braum’s pink, yellow and
blue accents, and dark blue awnings.
Signage: Monument entrance sign exceeds City size regulations and must either receive a variance
from the Board of Zoning Appeals or be reduced in size to be compliant with City sign regulations.
Signage: Proposed building and directional signage is compliant with City regulations, and must go
through a final administrative review process before an installation permit can be issued.
The building and site meet ADA accessibility requirements.

Actions:
The Planning Commission may:
• Approve the site plan;
• Approve the plan with requested modifications, agreed to by the applicant;
• Deny the site plan (must give cause);
• Take no action.
Recommendation:
Staff recommends the Planning Commission approve the site plan as submitted.
Attachments:
•
•
•

Application for Site Plan Review
Aerial view of the site
Braum’s Site Development Plans
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The Fire This Time

T

HE CALLER TO THE SAN FRANCISCO PUBLIC RADIO SHOW on October 30, 2017, had just lost a

house to the Tubbs Fire in Santa Rosa, California. She wanted to know about materials used in building the house.
“I’m just curious if building materials would have even made a difference,” she said. “I just went
back Friday and saw the remains of our house, and from what I saw, it just looked like . . . I can’t
imagine anything surviving that sort of fire.”

Unfortunately, the scenario after this extreme
wildfire event—a home completely destroyed, with
nothing left to salvage—was repeated thousands of
times over in Santa Rosa. But what can be observed
after the fact fails to tell the story of what actually happened to destroy the structures. Without
scientific context, we see the inferno that burned
everything to ashes, and we conclude that nothing
could have survived. Therefore, we reason, there
is nothing we could have done to prevent this
destruction.
The response to the caller came from radio show

guest and physical fire science researcher Jack D.
Cohen. As he explained, her home likely was not
exposed to a wildfire’s raging flames in the crowns
of distant trees, but instead to embers blowing in
from up to a mile away. The embers might have
ignited mulch around the structure, debris in the
gutters, or material under a deck or on a porch, or
were driven by the strong winds into openings in
the home, such as attic vents. With thousands of
homes in the area simultaneously at risk, and with
residents evacuated and fire services overwhelmed,
there was plenty of time for a blizzard of embers to

A firefighter battles
flames in Coffey Park
during the Tubbs Fire,
which destroyed more
than 5,000 structures
in Santa Rosa,
California.

‘There are steps
that homeowners
can take to
reduce the risk
[of wildfire],
with the most
important efforts
occurring on
and immediately
around the home.’
—FIREWISE USA

American Planning Association
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ignite homes, and for the homes to burn
completely over a matter of hours. Homes
in some neighborhoods, such as Coffey
Park, appeared to be close enough together so that once one home ignited, the
radiant heat, flames, and embers its burning produced then ignited the adjacent
home—which then ignited the next home,
and so on. The wildfire passed by, but an
urban conflagration was well under way
to produce the burned-out conditions.
Understanding the science of not only
wildfire behavior but also how structures
ignite is critical so we begin to think and
act differently when it comes to wildfire
preparedness. It is possible to design with
fire in mind, and to prevent a wildfire disaster—even if the wildfire itself may be
inevitable.
In fire-prone and fire-dependent
ecosystems—which exist in many places
throughout North America—wildfire will
occur. Instead of waiting until it’s on our
doorsteps and assuming it is a problem for
first responders and emergency managers
to deal with, communities stand a much
better chance of survival and resilience if
they are planned, designed, constructed,
and maintained to resist ignition from
wildfire’s embers and flames.
In other words: We may not be able to
prevent the wildfire, but we can prevent
wildfire disasters and the loss of life and
property.
Planning with fire in mind
One challenge for creating ignition-resistant communities is that conditions that
lead to wildfire disasters can change over
time and very small distances. Solutions need to be science based, but also
site-specific.
Knowing how diverse the socioeconomic, physical, and political environments are throughout the country, the
National Fire Protection Association’s
Community Wildfire Safety Through Regulation: A Best Practices Guide for Planners
and Regulators (see Resource Finder on
page 37) recommends two simple—and
effective—techniques for minimizing ignition risks: nonflammable roof coverings
2
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Coffey Park
neighborhood,
Santa Rosa
Buildings
destroyed by
fire (red)

In dense subdivisions, embers and radiant
heat from one home often ignite others.
SOURCE: THE NEW YORK TIMES

and assemblies for new construction
or roof replacements, and modification
of the structure ignition zone (often
referred to as “creating defensible space”)
within 100 feet of the structure to reduce
the ignition potential of ornamental
landscaping and other features that
could then ignite the main structure. The
guide expands on the basic recommendations with many more applicable tools
for planning, including zoning overlays,
setback requirements, and restrictions
of sensitive or hazardous uses in areas of
high fire potential.
Increased safety and security can
be planned. Given that the fire service
may respond to threats by conducting
a community assessment, planning and
development officials can offer thoughtful design guidelines for fire-protection infrastructure, water supplies for
firefighting, access and egress, and more.
NFPA’s consensus standards include
well-researched guidelines for such
development, and can be referenced or
adopted by local jurisdictions.
Overcoming regulation resistance
In addition to developing wildfire safety
standards that can be locally adopted
and enforced, NFPA also administers
a voluntary program now known as
Firewise USA (firewise.org/usa). This
program helps neighborhoods take steps

that reduce their wildfire risk—and it
succeeds by acknowledging those taking
action.
Starting with a handful of communities in 2002, Firewise USA today includes
nearly 1,500 participating sites in 42
states. To maintain national recognition
status, neighborhoods must continue to
take safety steps each year. This program
directly addresses the wildfire risk legacy
of communities that have been built and
designed before many of today’s standard
approaches and without the understanding of the location’s wildfire risk and history. It helps people learn how to reduce the
ignition risks that have built up over time,
both from lack of care and maintenance
and from flammable vegetation and other
conditions.
Firewise USA has also educated
residents and helped them ask the hard
questions about what happens in the
future. Home owners associations have
changed their covenants and restrictions
to address wildfire risks. Citizens groups
have pushed for stricter controls on new
construction, realizing it will add to wildfire’s fuel load or crowd exit routes when
an evacuation is ordered. The design of
the Firewise USA program is to help property owners do what only they can—make
changes to their homes and landscapes
on private lands well ahead of a wildfire.
Once residents engage in the process, they
realize that other issues—like adequate
water supplies for firefighting, safe egress
routes, and fuel treatment on public
lands—may be well within their interest
to advocate and promote. Using Firewise,
planners and planning commissions may
find support for the policies and rules they
need to apply to ensure a safer future. n
—Michele Steinberg
Steinberg is the wildfire division manager at the
National Fire Protection Association, leading a
team dedicated to wildfire safety outreach. She
has worked for NFPA since 2002 and has nearly
30 years of professional experience in natural
hazard mitigation, land-use planning, and disaster
safety outreach. She serves on the board of the
International Association of Wildland Fire and
on the executive advisory committee of the APA
Hazard Mitigation and Disaster Recovery Planning
Division. She holds a Master of Urban Affairs
degree from Boston University.
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A group home opponent throws a pair of boxing gloves on the floor,
saying ‘We’re taking the gloves off!’

GET IT ON RECORD RIGHT

ILLUSTRATION BY SUDOWOODO, ISTOCK/GETTY IMAGES PLUS

‘Mr. Jones yanked off a pair of regulation boxing gloves, threw them
violently to the floor, and exclaimed to the commission in a loud,
threatening voice that he was taking the gloves off.’

For the Record

I

MAGINE you are a trial court judge hearing a subdivision appeal. It has been almost

two years since the hearing and the vote to deny the application. The planning board or
commission rejected the testimony of the developer’s engineer and chose instead to accept that of the neighborhood opponents. In the board’s view, the testimony was decisive.
Here is what the judge reads from the transcript of the engineer’s testimony:
“Yes, ma’am, I sure will answer your question about the stormwater flows. Take
a look at this sheet from the plan set. The flow goes from here, over to here,
and then is redirected and goes through this structure—really important in its
design and location—and on over to that part of the property. The volumes and
velocity are as indicated on this line and this line. It’s obvious from what you
see here, see where I’m pointing, that there is no chance whatsoever that the
neighbors’ property would ever be affected.”

This evidence turned out to be useless
for the judge. More importantly for the
board, and the board’s lawyer, who was
not at the hearing, it makes it difficult
to defend the decision based on the
evidence. How can you prove that the
decision of the board was not “arbitrary,
capricious, and an abuse of its discretion”?
If you are from a state where judicial review of land-use decisions is not
“on the record” but “de novo”—that is,
heard anew in court—the record of local
proceedings can still be determinative
in all manner of litigation. For example,
conduct and statements at the local level
could form the basis for a claim under the
Fair Housing Amendments Act dealing
with discrimination in housing. Likewise,
religious institutions may bring an action
under the Religious Land Use and Institutionalized Persons Act if they believe they
have been treated unfairly. Damages and
attorney fees can run into the millions of
dollars. Courts have the power to reverse
local decisions. Having a proper record is
essential in defending your decisions.
Luckily, creating an effective and illuminating record is not difficult.
Reviewable materials
First, make sure all application materials
are in a form that can be easily reviewed
later. The same goes for everything coming into the record at the hearing. I had
a hard-learned lesson as a young lawyer
when I put a tray of photographic slides
into the record, and the commission sent
the tray off to the court, but the judge did
not have a projector and was never able to
view them. Those slides should have been
reproduced as paper copies (or, today, as
PDF images).
Models and other large objects can be
photographed. A star witness in a wetlands battle presented the hearing officer
a large chunk of muddy, oozing wetland
plant “for the record.” A photograph of
the mess sufficed.
Capturing nonverbal communication
Second, transcripts of hearings are “flat.”
They are utterly devoid of any emphasis
American Planning Association
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in volume or inflection and do not convey
important body language and expressions.
There is some dispute in the literature as
to how much of communication is nonverbal, but one of the often-cited studies
by Albert Mehrabian in 1970 suggests
that 55 percent of communication is
body language, 23 percent is voice tone
and inflection, and only seven percent
is the actual spoken word. More recent,
and perhaps more defensible, estimates
suggest that nonverbal communication
is 65 to 70 percent. Even at that, roughly
two-thirds of the communication is lost
with the transcript.
So what can you do? On some occasions, it is useful to make a video recording of the proceeding and include that as
part of the record if you think demeanor
evidence may be useful. But don’t bet
on the judge spending hours watching a
zoning hearing.
A somewhat more certain approach is
to paint “word pictures” for the transcript.
With our engineer, for example, it would
be easy to coach her along with something like, “Ms. Jones, just so I’m clear as
to your testimony, I see you are pointing
to sheet four of seven of the plan set, and
you’re now pointing to that portion of the
plan around catch basin 14, right?”
One thing that you practically never
have to say is, “for the record.” Some people hear that as aggressive and litigious.
Everything that is said and put into the
record is for the record; you can more gently ensure that word pictures are there by
simply describing it in your own words. It
does help if you coach your witnesses to be
clear for the record, but they usually forget.
Once, an opponent of a group home for
recovering alcoholics and substance abusers marched up to the front of the room
wearing a pair of red regulation boxing
gloves, and during his loud and aggressive remarks he pulled them off and threw
them violently to the floor, exclaiming,
“We’re taking the gloves off!”
To get the word picture into the record,
when it was my turn to speak, I said, “I
don’t think I’ve ever seen anything quite
like this. Did you see it? Mr. Jones took his
4 The Commissioner February 2018

SCENARIO

A member of the public makes a discriminatory remark.

GET IT ON RECORD RIGHT

‘I respect your right to free speech, although I personally do
not agree with any of your comments, and more importantly,
I want to make sure that you know, and everyone else here
knows, that we pride ourselves on being an open and inclusive
community and that we look at each and every application
objectively, carefully considering the needs of those who live
here now and those who would like to live here.’

position at the lectern wearing a pair red
leather, regulation of boxing gloves, out
here in front of the commission, some 40
residents of group homes who are here,
and 50 or so members of the general public, and he yanked off those gloves and
threw them violently to the floor and exclaimed in a loud and threatening voice
that he was taking the gloves off.”
This transcript ultimately made its
way to the federal magistrate judge, who
ruled in favor of the group home operator.
Without that word picture, the magistrate
judge would not have known that the
speaker was wearing those boxing gloves
or understood his demeanor.
Complete, clear, and accurate
Third, it is critical that the record be
complete and accurate. Make sure all your
regulations and reports are in. Documentary evidence such as photographs, maps,
and plans to support the decision are
essential in helping others understand the
facts and commission’s reasoning.
When someone makes a mistake in the
record, it should be corrected as soon as
possible, even though it may cause some
embarrassment. If you as a board member
offer your calculation that the proposed
density is 4.2 dwelling units per acre, and
then 15 minutes later, as you look back
over your calculations, realize the density
is actually 3.6 dwelling units per acre, it
must be fixed. Yes, it is embarrassing to
admit you made a mistake, but it is much
better to correct it immediately.

Even more difficult is when a member of the public makes an outrageous
and inflammatory remark on the record,
such as a negative comment about
affordable housing. That speaker has a
First Amendment right to free expression and you certainly respect that,
but you also know that it is completely
outside the culture of your community.
It is not only useful and appropriate, but
often essential, for a public official to say
in response to such a speaker, “I respect
your right to free speech, although I
personally do not agree with any of
your comments, and more importantly, I want to make sure that you know,
and everyone else here knows, that we
pride ourselves on being an open and
inclusive community and that we look at
each and every application objectively,
carefully considering the needs of those
who live here now and those who would
like to live here.”
It is not difficult to create winning
records. It only requires that everyone
down the line be able to understand everything that happened at the local level,
that adequate word pictures be painted
to pick up on the nonverbal communication, and that the record be complete
and accurately reflects the views of all
the stakeholders.
n
—Dwight Merriam, faicp
Merriam is a frequent contributor to The
Commissioner. He is the founder of Robinson & Cole’s
Land Use Group and teaches at the University of
Connecticut School of Law.
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Connecting to Regional Planning

A

CCORDING TO THE GROWING SMART LEGISLATIVE GUIDEBOOK (planning.org/

growing smart), a regional planning agency “transcends the boundaries of individual governmental units but shares common social, economic, political, cultural, and natural resources characteristics. A regional planning agency prepares plans
that serve as a framework for planning by local government and special districts.” In
APA’s PAS report Emerging Trends in Regional Planning (planning.org/publications/
report/9118764), Rocky Piro, faicp; Robert Leiter, faicp; and Sharon Rooney, aicp,
explain, “Regional entities were typically established to coordinate planning across
jurisdictions in order to ensure the efficient use of public funds, manage infrastructure
and other types of systems or network planning, and give local governments a stronger political voice in their dealings with state or federal governments.”
This article looks at the purpose of regional planning, along with how various
organizations function and intersect with the local planning commission.

What is regional planning?
Regional planning organizations can take
various forms. They can be voluntary,
independent nonprofits like the Metropolitan Planning Council in Chicago.
“These civic collaborations may work
with and sometimes include governmental partners, or they may work outside
of government and serve as a voice to
influence public policies and investments,”
write Piro et al. Other organizations are
authorized or mandated by state legislatures, like the Tahoe Regional Planning
Agency (California and Nevada) and the
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission (Pennsylvania and New Jersey).
“One of the more common regional
governance structures is the special-purpose authority focused on a specific
geographic area or issue, such as regional
airport, water, or transit authorities,” they
write. “Federal law established metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) in
the 1960s . . . to coordinate long-range
transportation planning as a condition
of receiving federal funding. Councils of
government are another common regional governance model . . . ”
As described in Growing Smart, these
organizations or agencies undertake plans;
provide information, technical assistance,
and training; coordinate efforts among
units of government; and can serve as a
forum for discussion of sensitive issues.

Regional planning was integral to the
American planning movement from the
beginning. In 1902, the Boston Metropolitan Improvement Commission became
the first such entity. But, unlike in some
other countries, there are no formally designated planning regions in the U.S. If we
were to map those regional organizations
today, we would see overlap and gaps, as
various programs (including federal) and
locally developed regional organizations
defined their own areas of concern.
Over the years, regional planning
changed. “In the earlier decades of the
20th century, regional planning approaches typically focused on single topical
areas. In many cases, the early regional
plans only addressed transportation,” the
report says.
The 1960s was a significant decade for
regional planning. In 1965, four federal
acts provided legal direction and funding
for regional planning. Regional agencies
called councils of government, made up
of representatives of local government and
with their own dedicated staff, expanded as the federal emphasis on housing,
economic development, transportation,
and water came to the fore. Although not
all regional planning organizations cover
all these issues, those that receive federal
funding do continue to focus on them.
Regional planning has also interested
planners and policy makers at a more

prescriptive level. Citizens, planning
commissioners, planners, and elected
officials have been called upon to consider
the larger geographical impact of local
actions, and are encouraged to consider coordinated regional approaches to
shared problems. Peter Calthorpe and
William Fulton wrote about regional
planning as a solution to undesirable
sprawl in their 2001 book, The Regional
City: Planning for the End of Sprawl. More
recently in 2011, the Lincoln Institute of
Land Policy proposed new ways of considering regions and enacting planning
in Regional Planning in America: Practice
and Prospect. Editors Ethan Selzer and
Armando Carbonell, faicp, describe their
intent: “Regional planning is concerned
less with the exercise of jurisdiction and
more with the search for new forms of
habitation based on a clear commitment
to advancing sustainability.”
While some regional planning agencies produce plans, such as a regional
transportation plan, that coordinate
financial investment in transportation infrastructure, other regional organizations
provoke new ideas for tackling regional
issues through studies, proposed plans,
and public forums.
The relationship between regional
and local planning
Emerging Trends in Regional Planning
describes the context for this relationship:
“Working at the regional level requires coordination among local, state, and federal
governments. This can happen through
formal processes, such as enabling
legislation or official memorandums of
understanding between local governments, or it can occur more informally
through self-designated regional agencies
or collaborations.”
The local planning commission should
be aware of which regional organizations
are in their area. The National Association
of Regional Councils states that there are
more than 400 metropolitan planning
organizations in the U.S. that develop
regional transportation plans and oversee
the spending of federal and state dollars.
American Planning Association
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Learning about these plans and how they
affect and intersect with local transportation plans is an important place to start.
In the case of mandated organizations
with functional planning responsibility, the local planning commission can
expect its planning staff to coordinate
with regional planning for housing, water,
parks, and economic development. These
plans are vital, and commissioners should
be knowledgeable about them. While
commissioners can expect their staff to
shoulder the responsibility for coordination, there might be occasions in which a
commissioner is asked to serve on a board
or committee of the regional organization

to further coordination. Often an elected
official will represent the community.
An important service that these agencies or organizations play is to provide
background information and context for
decisions that come before the planning
commission. This service can include
education programs for officials and the
public. For example, the Atlanta Regional
Commission conducts planning commission training and offers programs for
officials and the public on current issues
affecting the community. ARC also provides technical assistance to communities.
Some regional organizations provide
funding for local projects, like the Chi-

cago Metropolitan Agency for Planning.
Once again, planning staff and commissioners should be aware of these opportunities.
Regional planning agencies carry out
important planning for communities.
Other regional entities help shape the
discussion around common problems and
the need for new policies. They provide a
significant added dimension to the work
of the local planning agency and planning
commission.
n

—Carolyn Torma
Torma is a former director of education for APA.
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RESOURCE FINDER
As we emerge from one of the
most destructive fire seasons
in recent memory, it’s time for
communities to assess their
risks and plan for fire hazard
prevention.
APA RESOURCES
Planning for Wildfires, James
Schwab, faicp, and Stuart Meck,
faicp, PAS report 529/530:
planning.org/publications/report/9026859.
Safer Communities Through Better
Wildlife Planning, On-Demand
Education: planning.org/events/
course/9103881.
PAS reports are free to all APA
members.

London in 1910 was the setting for the Town Planning Conference,
considered the first international meeting of urban planners.

OTHER RESOURCES

HISTORY PLANNING ABROAD
AMERICA’S PLANNING MOVEMENT took shape in 1909, with the first national conference
in Washington, D.C. But that wasn’t the only planning gathering taking place; an
international movement was developing.
The first Town Planning Conference was held in London in 1910. The Royal Institute of
British Architects brought together four streams of urban design: Städtebau in Germany,
British town planning, the American City Beautiful Movement, and French urbanisme.
Attended by architects, landscape architects, and engineers, the conference also included
a public side, with exhibits of 1,000 plans and models.
Five major sessions took place. Four examined cities of the past, present, future, and
development and extension, while the fifth looked at architectural considerations in town
planning. Four years later, the Royal Town Planning Institute was created to develop and
sustain professional planners.
—Carolyn Torma
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City Visions: Rebuilding the North
Bay—a more fire-resilient future,
KALW Public Radio, October 30,
2017.
Community Wildfire Safety
Through Regulation: A Best Practices Guide for Planners and Regulators, National Fire Protection
Association, 2013: tinyurl.com/
yc8qnxzg.
National Fire Protection Association, Firewise USA: tinyurl.com/
yd4k6yrw.
NFPA Firewise USA: Wildfire
Preparedness: firewise.org/wildfire-preparedness.aspx.
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Preparing for Autonomous Vehicles

A

TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT. Traffic signals,

What should communities expect?
It’s clear that change is coming, but what’s less clear is what, precisely, that change will
mean. At this point, there are many more questions than there are answers, but there are
many planning-related areas where communities will notice the impact of AVs.

signs, and street markings will likely need
to change to accommodate AVs, especially where they can help reduce potential
conflicts between vehicular traffic and
nonmotorized road users like cyclists and
pedestrians. These will also be important
during the transitional phase, when AVs
and today's cars share the roadway. Optimizing a roadway for AVs will also require
installation of various types of sensors
and communications technology to allow
vehicles to travel more efficiently.

LAND-USE PATTERNS. There is concern that AVs may encourage sprawl, but they also

INFRASTRUCTURE. Large numbers of

provide opportunities for “sprawl repair.” New urban and suburban districts may be more
efficient for transit, energy production and distribution, and stormwater management.

autonomous vehicles on city streets will
generate infrastructure needs. Communications networks based on available wifi
will be crucial not just to vehicles, but
also to the occupants who will be free to
have teleconferences, watch movies, play
games, and enjoy the other various ben-

UTONOMOUS VEHICLES will have a significant impact on our communities.

There are potential positive benefits, as well as potential negative impacts, but
none of these are assured—and the secondary impacts are even more of an
unknown. Working with other professionals, planners and local officials have
an important role to play in helping communities maximize the benefits and
minimize the negative impacts of this new technology.

ILLUSTRATION BY JESUSSANZ/GETTY IMAGES
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RIGHT-OF-WAY SIZE AND USAGE. AVs require less road space than a manually driven

vehicle, as their ability to communicate with the transportation network as well as each
other allow them to operate with a smaller following distance and in narrower lanes. As a
result, future roads could be narrower, and existing roads may be adapted.

American Planning Association
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ECONOMY. Truck drivers, delivery people,

taxi drivers, rail workers, and transit
workers will likely see their jobs change
significantly, or outright disappear, as AVs
remove the need for a person to move
goods and people from place to place.
EQUITY. Semiskilled labor and blue-collar

jobs will likely see the highest impact
from a shift to AV. Public transit could be
neglected in favor of private alternatives
(like ride sharing), leaving low-income
neighborhoods stranded. With most discussion of AVs focusing on urban areas,
low-density and rural areas are unsure of
how or when they will be impacted.
2

The Commissioner April 2018

Planners and commissioners need to
rethink conventional tools (e.g., roadway classification systems) and develop
new tools to meet new challenges. New
approaches might include managing use
of the public right-of-way and pricing and
incentives to promote shared rather than
single-occupancy vehicles. The purpose is
to maximize benefits and minimize costs
and negative impacts of AV technology,
as measured against community goals.
In doing so, decision makers should take
into account the interactions and cumulative impacts of AVs and other similar
technological trends.
Planning must account for uncertainty. AVs are the next major trend in
transportation, but there is uncertainty regarding how the technology will actually
roll out. How long it will take for the technology to be fully deployed? What is the
mix of conventional, partially automated,
and fully automated vehicles over time?
Private ownership versus shared use? How
will AVs affect urban, suburban, and rural
geographies?
This uncertainty calls for agile, flexible,
and adaptable leadership, like monitoring
and adjusting codes on more frequent
update cycles. Communities should use
scenario planning to characterize the
range of possible futures and corresponding policies that support the community
goals.
It is vital that planners, allied professionals, and the public sector play a
proactive role in developing approaches
and solutions to manage the impacts of
AVs. For a closer look at AVs, the ways
they might affect our built environment,
and the ways we can prepare for those
changes, take a look at APA’s collection of
resources, including podcasts, research, a
policy guide, and the new report, Preparing Communities for Autonomous Vehicles:
planning.org/resources/av/2.
n

—Jennifer Henaghan,

aicp,

and David Rouse,

faicp

Henaghan is APA’s deputy research director and
manager of the Green Communities Center, and
Rouse is APA’s Director of Research and Advisory
Services.
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efits of the internet instead of needing to
watch the road. Similarly, future AVs are
assumed to be largely (if not entirely) electric vehicles, requiring charging stations
and likely impacting the power grid.

How can communities prepare?
As you begin to prepare for AVs in your
community, consider these key points:
Begin planning now. The consensus
among prognosticators is that there will
be a lengthy period of transition to full
adoption of automated technology, and
that market saturation with fully autonomous vehicles is several decades away.
Nevertheless, local governments should
move beyond “wait and see” and begin to
take action. Start by passing formal resolutions and developing plans to address
new mobility, defined as the application
of technology for communications, new
vehicle design, connecting people to
transportation options, and driverless
vehicles.
In the short term, policies are needed
for the pilot applications that will occur
with increasing frequency. In addition,
comprehensive and other long-range
planning processes with time horizons of
20 to 30 years (during which time AVs are
expected to become widespread) should
address the implications for transportation and other systems.
Good planning principles still hold.
A study by the Florida State University
Department of Urban & Regional Planning for the Florida Department of Transportation states that AV technology “has
the potential to transform transportation
systems and land use patterns to a level
not seen since the mass production of
the private automobile roughly a century
ago.” Local governments should not repeat
earlier mistakes, like making automobile
travel the primary focus at the expense
of other travel modes and community
goals. Rather, they should consider how
AVs can serve the community’s vision
and goals, which likely include walking,
biking, and transit as robust components
of an integrated mobility system, along
with related goals like community health
and cost-effective public infrastructure
and services.
Planning must anticipate the disruptive effects of technology. The planner’s
20th-century toolbox is not sufficient in a
time of accelerating technological change.
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When it comes to keeping zoning codes relevant and current to planning issues, remember that your staff are the professionals, and you are
there to listen to their recommendations.

“WOCINTECH STOCK–167” BY WOCINTECH CHAT, FLICKR (CC BY 2.0)

You and Your Staff

S

O YOU HAVE BEEN APPOINTED TO A BOARD OR COMMISSION in your

community, and now you have “staff.” Although you will undoubtedly have more
intimate relationships—your spouse, children, and parents come to mind—the
relationship you have with your staff is a unique one that needs to be built on
trust and established practices.

The size and abilities of your staff will
vary according to jurisdiction, from a
one-person show involving the cemetery
and street departments to a large professional staff dedicated to specific aspects of
the planning and zoning world. What is
realistic and fair to expect from them?
Staff responsibilities
Your staff is responsible for keeping
the zoning code you use as a rule book

relevant and current to planning and
development issues. It is up to the staff
to suggest text amendments that will
address new land uses, advancements in
technology, and changes to standards like
parking, signs, landscaping, and lighting
that reflect new industry or professional standards. Your responsibility as a
commissioner is to trust that your staff
has researched the topic, discussed it
with professional colleagues, and vetted

it with your law director. Sure, questions
are appropriate about amendments, but
remember, on this issue, your staff are the
professionals, and you are there to listen
to their recommendations.
Staff is also responsible for assembling
the material that you will review prior
to a meeting and getting it to you in a
timely fashion. When reviewing cases
for your consideration, staff will almost
always prepare a report. The format and
content of a staff report varies, based on
the project and community standards.
The commission has a right to expect concise, thorough staff reports that include
a summary of the request, site history,
relationship to adjoining properties,
relationship to adopted plans, a summary
of code consistency, and comments from
other departments. Having recently seen
jurisdictions where staff reports on simple
American Planning Association
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planning.org/policy

Get policy
recommendations
to improve
community health
through planning
APA’s Healthy Communities
Policy Guide
Includes a summary
to easily share policy ideas
at-a-glance with colleagues
and fellow elected officials

Download this
action-oriented tool today:
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projects are exceeding 40 pages, I can say
that staff cannot expect the commission to
review this type of documentation when
there are multiple cases on an agenda. The
staff report should contain a combination of technical information and data to
explain the subject case, but it should also
be concise so that the board or commission member, as well as the public, can
understand the content.
The million-dollar question is whether
the staff should make a formal recommendation to “approve,” “approve with
conditions,” or “deny” the request. Each
community is different; some reports
offer no clue as to how staff feels, while
others include draft motions and specific
conditions. Regardless of the position on
recommendations, expectations of recommendations should be vetted, particularly
when there is a change in staff.
Staff is also responsible for keeping
the commission and meetings running
smoothly and efficiently. That means
making sure only complete applications
are considered, managing housekeeping
issues like agenda preparation, preparing
meeting minutes, and obtaining appropriate member signatures on required
documents. It also includes a periodic review of the commission or board bylaws,
recommending updates when needed, and
providing orientation for new members.
In addition, the staff should provide
commission and board members with
opportunities for training to facilitate
how meetings are run, how motions
are created, and what the current legal
issues are. While this training may be an
extra bonus in your community, ongoing
training for both staff and commission
is mandatory in some states and can be
provided through local or national planning conferences, trained professionals, or
online sessions.
Additionally, the staff ’s role is to act as
a gatekeeper and liaison for the commission or board. It is their responsibility to
make sure that applications are complete
and appropriate prior to placing it on an
agenda. Staff is responsible for following up with the applicant in obtaining

additional information requested, or
implementing conditions imposed by the
commission or staff. They must also make
sure that the required legal notifications
are provided to the public in a timely
fashion, and are there to answer public
questions, limiting the opportunity for ex
parte contact with the commission.
Working together
A commission may find that there is one
member who always knows better than
staff and will, at length, voice their experience and opinions. While the commission
always maintains the right to question
staff and offer opinions, what is not
acceptable is for a commission member to
dominate a discussion—or worse, belittle
or abuse staff. Commission members who
bully or verbally assault staff should not
be tolerated by the balance of the commission, because it reflects poorly on the
community, is embarrassing and uncomfortable to watch, and will end up with
staff turnover, none of which are good.
The staff is there to advise the commission, and there are times when this may
require them to guide the board or commission back to the request before them
if discussions have strayed. It may also
mean keeping discussions focused on the
issue they have jurisdiction over and not
overstepping their position and powers.
The commission or board and their
staff are a team that must work together to
effectively make decisions that will have
significant impact on their communities.
To do so requires trust and understanding
by both parties to ensure that accurate
information is disseminated, cases are
properly considered, and appropriate
decisions are made. As a board or commission member, your staff is your most
valuable resource. Be sure to value and
work with them appropriately.
n
—Anne McBride,

faicp

McBride is a principal and cofounder of the
planning firm McBride Dale Clarion. She has
also served for over 20 years on the Anderson
Township Zoning Commission in Ohio and is the
coauthor of the book The Planning Commissioner’s
Guide.
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Zoning in on Housing Diversity

T

ITLE VIII OF THE CIVIL RIGHTS ACT OF 1968 and the Fair Housing Amendments

of 1988—together known as the Fair Housing Act—make it unlawful for municipalities to use governmental authority, including zoning, to discriminate against
the protected classes of race, color, national origin, creed, religion, gender, familial
status, and disability.
While the Fair Housing Act celebrates its 50th anniversary this year (see “Fair Housing
at 50” on page 16), the fact remains that not all communities offer Americans the same
opportunities. Cities and suburbs alike continue to struggle to provide the needed housing for current and future residents. To many, the primary purpose of land-use regulation
is to segregate uses considered incompatible—and, if not carefully developed, zoning can
effectively exclude lower-income and racial groups, families with children, and disabled
people.
However, numerous zoning techniques can be used to promote equality and diversity
of housing types, affordability, and land use.

RENDERING COURTESY VHB

Inclusionary zoning
This technique is typically applied in
residential zoning districts that either
mandate or encourage development of
affordable housing through incentives.
Mandatory inclusionary zoning requires a
developer to set aside a certain percentage
of units for below-market-rate housing,
while incentive zoning is meant to provide
an amenity or public benefit that advances
a specific physical, cultural, or social policy. In exchange, incentive zoning allows a
developer to increase a project’s density or
modify other dimensional regulations not
otherwise permitted.
Inclusionary zoning can be applied
to multifamily housing developments,
as well as town house and single-family
subdivision developments, to provide
affordable housing for all household sizes.
When applied, developers must make
below-market-rate units indistinguishable
from their market-rate neighbors.
Overlay and floating zones
Overlay and floating zones are applied to
specific parcels of land or zoning districts
if certain conditions are met, or to promote a specific type of development. An
overlay zone is typically created to protect
or require additional standards or criteria
that are not found within the underlying
zoning district. They are most commonly

found in environmentally sensitive areas
or areas of historical significance, but
they can also be used to promote specific
development types, including those that
promote below market-value, multifamily,
and senior housing.
Floating zones are similarly applied,
either over specific parcels of land or zoning districts, and tend to have established
criteria that need to be met for application. Typically, communities aiming to
create affordable housing opportunities
will establish floating zones that allow for
multifamily housing within single-family districts, with the requirement that
below-market-value housing be part of
the development project. These floating
zones typically set specific affordability
requirements and dimensional standards
that must be met.
When applied in traditional single-family zoning districts, overlay or
floating zones are an easy way to create
diversity in housing types without rezoning entire districts or altering overall land
uses. They also afford communities the
ability to provide a mixture of housing
types in environmentally sensitive areas
that support limited high-density housing.
Mixed use zoning
Historically, the trend in zoning has been
to separate residential and commercial

Many developers integrate affordable
and market-rate housing units, like in this
project, which is currently in progress in
Mount Vernon, New York.

uses. In recent years, however, there has
been a reversal of this trend to allow for
residential uses within commercial districts, or in stand-alone shopping plazas
or office parks. This mixed use zoning
creates an opportunity for more affordable
apartments.
In addition, many of these types of
land uses are located on larger properties
or in areas that can be achievable within
the property or as an expansion, either
vertically or horizontally, to the existing
building footprints. Mixed use zoning
also helps the market dictate the type of
development by allowing residential use
as an alternative for obsolete office parks
and shopping plazas.
Special-use permits
These permits allow for a land use that is
not in the zoning district but that can be
permitted subject to certain requirements
set forth by the community. They provide
flexibility while keeping communities in
control.
When special permits are awarded
to senior, below market, or multifamily
housing, affordable developments can
be created in zoning districts that would
otherwise only develop market-rate
American Planning Association
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housing—or reject multifamily housing.
Special-use permits typically require that
certain dimensional and affordability
requirements are met within the development project before approval can be
obtained. They offer great flexibility and
can be applied in all types of zoning districts to achieve the desired outcome for
that community.
Accessory apartments
Many local governments have provisions
within their single-family zoning districts
that allow home owners to build a separate, independent apartment on a property already occupied by a single-family
home. Usually, accessory apartments must
be smaller than the single-family home,
and the home owner must live in the single-family house. Because most accessory
apartments are built within the existing
footprint of the single-family home, it
does not change the outward appearance
of the neighborhood.
While zoning can sometimes seem to
limit and segregate uses, these techniques
can help local governments promote
housing diversity and affordability without drastically altering the existing form
of their communities. 
n

HISTORY FRANCE’S IMPACT ON AMERICAN CITIES
THE FRENCH have played a modest but interesting role in the physical
design of North American cities. The earliest contribution was the long
lot, brought to Canada in 1630 and to the U.S. in 1701. Antoine de la
Mothe Cadillac laid out long lots in the establishment of Detroit. Those
narrow lots fronted on the river, giving land owners equal access to
water and a transportation route. They were similarly used by the French
along the Mississippi River. Essentially a rural partition of land, it allowed
communities to cluster along waterways and evolve into cities.
A second contribution came from Pierre Charles L’Enfant, who
designed Washington, D.C., in 1791. He created a plan using a grid
superimposed with radiating streets, all of which came together at the
heart of the U.S. capitol. The plan created circles, squares, and triangular
spaces at intersections for the placement of monuments, influencing the
design of a few American cities like Detroit. (APA named its Pierre L’Enfant

aicp,

and Gina Martini,
aicp, env sp

Monastra is the director of planning in VHB’s
White Plains, New York, office, and has 16 years’
experience in affordable housing and community
development projects throughout New York’s
Hudson Valley area. Martini is a senior project
manager with VHB’s planning practice. She has
more than 20 years of experience in planning
and development, with a focus on residential
and mixed use development, affordable housing
studies, and fair housing planning.
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International Planning Excellence Award in his honor; see page 28.)
Le Corbusier, an internationally famous architect, contributed to
American planning via his books. Post-1945 developments composed of
clusters of large residential high-rise buildings are attributed to his ideas.
As Hazel Hahn writes, Le Corbusier thought the “modern city represented
a problem to be solved.” He contributed to the mid-century idea of
separating the road, pedestrian route, and buildings, which waned as new
concepts like mixed use developments became prominent.
—Carolyn Torma
Torma is a former director of education for APA.
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APA RESOURCES

WEB RESOURCES

The planning commission and
board can work effectively when
members know what to expect—
and what not to expect—from
staff. Use these resources to
learn how to read reports and
prepare for meetings more
effectively.

“The Better Staff Report,” Planning,
March 2017: planning.org/planning/2017/mar/betterstaffreport.

8 Key Components of an Effective
Planning-related Staff Report, Municipal Research and Services Center, 2016: http://bit.ly/2F3LW5U.
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Preparing for Planning Commission
Meetings: Planning Commissioner’s
Training Bundle, on-demand education, 2017: planning.org/events/
course/9120564.

Planner and Commissioner—The
Relationship Between Staff and
Commission, Planners Web, 2013:
http://bit.ly/2tau8R9.
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—Valerie Monastra,
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Making Room for Home-Based Businesses

I

N AN AGE OF ECONOMIC ANXIETY, the humble home-based business offers an unex-

pected source of economic development. Consider many of America’s most dynamic
companies today: A budding Hewlett-Packard garage operation at 367 Addison
Avenue in Palo Alto may have been shuttered by restrictions on accessory structures. A
young Walt Disney Company team operating out of 4406 Kingswell Avenue in Los Angeles may have been reported by neighbors and closed down for off-site employees.
Small and home-based businesses can punch above their weight in innovation. Small
businesses created approximately 64 percent of all new jobs in the U.S. between 1993 and
2011, according to the Small Business Administration, and developed more patents per
employee than large businesses. When looking exclusively at small businesses that operate
from within a home, 9.04 million firms fit that description in 2012. HBBs represented 52
percent of all firms and provided 10 percent of the total receipts of the economy in 1992—
and the number of HBBs has only grown since, from 16.37 to 27.63 million in 2012.
For policy makers and planners interested in tapping into the potential of HBBs,
reforming applicable zoning ordinances offers a low-cost place to start. Given their
small size, zoning-related restrictions may disproportionately burden HBBs. The costs of

complying with regulations are consistently higher for small businesses than
their larger counterparts. Regulations can
act as a significant barrier to entry for
firms, drive companies underground, and
inhibit growth of incumbent firms. They
also impose high fixed costs—due to a
range of activities, from filing paperwork
to time spent interpreting rules—that
small firms are less equipped to handle.
Types of regulations—and their costs
Many small business owners have trouble
navigating the existing zoning regulatory
landscape. While some do the research
and pay fees when possible, others are unaware of zoning requirements until they
are asked by zoning officials to become
compliant or cease operations. Many take
operations underground.
Looking at the regulations in place
across the country provides a picture of
the often harsh environments HBBs face.
ORDINANCE LANGUAGE. HBB regula-

tions often include language referring to
“customary” businesses, dictating the type
that can operate out of a home.

For policy makers looking
to tap into the potential of
home-based businesses,
reforming zoning ordinances
is a low-cost place to start.

occupations, while some name prohibited
occupations. Such lists often include
out-of-date home occupations, like
millinery and clock repair. Many prohibit
occupations like automotive work, adult
businesses, and manufacturing.
AREA RESTRICTIONS. Difficult to respect

and enforce, these restrictions control
how much space HBB operators can use.

MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT. Many regula-

tions put restrictions on equipment that
can be used, often prohibiting any not
customarily found in a home, threatening
the legal status of construction businesses,
the second most common form of HBBs.
OFF-SITE EMPLOYEES. Prohibitions on

off-site employees deter HBB growth.

PERMITTED AND PROHIBITED OCCUPATIONS. Many ordinances list permitted
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ACCESSORY STRUCTURES. Many ordi-

nances restrict HBBs from operating in
accessory structures, prohibiting popular
garage- and shed-based businesses.
PROHIBITION ON SALES. Following the

rise of online platforms like eBay and
Amazon, HBBs with online retail have
grown in popularity. However, ordinances
often prohibit them or neglect language
allowing for them. Broad restrictions on
sales may threaten the legal status of retail
trade, a significant source of HBB income.
SIGNS AND EXTERIOR MODIFICATIONS.

Many early HBB regulations prioritized
preserving residential character, leading
to restrictions on signage. Exterior modifications are often prohibited as well.
NUISANCE RESTRICTIONS. Ordinances

often include tough language related to
noise, vibration, glare, odors, and dust,
among other externalities.
CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS. Even if

ordinances don’t prohibit customer visits,
they might restrict the number that can be
present at once and any associated traffic.
PERMITS. Whether an HBB needs a per-

mit to operate differs and is often up to a
zoning administrator.
In communities across the country, the
nature of work is changing. Work in manufacturing continues to shrink, and the
service industry is being transformed by
the rise of automation and internet-based
retailers. By understanding the challenges
current zoning restrictions pose, policymakers can find opportunities to reform
them—and tap into a rewarding corner of
our communities.
—M. Nolan Gray and Olivia Gonzalez
Gray is a student in the Master of City and
Regional Program at Rutgers University. He earned
a BA in philosophy and political science at the
University of Kentucky. Gonzalez is an Economics
PhD student at George Mason University. She
earned a BS in economics from George Mason
University and an AS in business administration
from Northern Virginia Community College. This
is adapted from an article published in the August
2017 issue of the APA Economic Development
Division newsletter: http://bit.ly/2I7G7Fk.
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Airbnb and Municipal Zoning

I

F A CITY WISHES TO REMAIN COMPETITIVE AND ATTRACT YOUNG PROFESSIONALS,

it will likely need to embrace the shared economy. But in the case of Airbnb, that has
become a complicated problem as municipalities struggle to maintain control over the
economic and aesthetic functionality of their zoned districts.
The American zoning system, for the most part, provides municipalities and individuals the flexibility to use their property in a manner beneficial to the individual and
community as a whole. In cities across the country, zoning is instrumental in achieving
economic and aesthetic appeal, helping to keep housing affordable for lower income
residents, and ensuring that residential neighborhoods do not become oversaturated with
tourists. As Airbnb and zoning meet at problematic crossroads across the country, future
development rests on how the law can be used to alleviate contrasting objectives.

How have municipalities responded?
New York City has passed numerous
regulations to curb the illegal use of single-family dwellings as hotels. Senate Bill
S687 makes it illegal for permanent residents to allow occupancy by another for
fewer than 30 days and for monetary gain.
New York City’s applicable Building, Fire,
and Housing Maintenance codes set forth
different standards for dwellings occupied
on a month-to-month basis versus those
occupied on a day-to-day basis—the city
has even out-lawed for-profit hostels. The
courts also decided that the city’s Multiple
Dwelling Law provides that only the
tenant’s guests or employees may occupy
the dwelling if the tenant is absent.
Some cities have been following
New York’s lead. Moab, St. George, Park
City, and Provo, Utah have ordinances
prohibiting residents from renting their
properties to transient visitors. The birthplace of Airbnb, however, has learned to
embrace it.
Initially, San Francisco had mixed
reactions to temporary rentals. As in
most cases, some residents valued the
additional income, while others said they
were being evicted from their homes so
landlords could rent rooms full time. But
in 2014, Airbnb’s hometown positioned
itself at the forefront of some progressive
solutions and compromise by approving
a plan to effectively legalize Airbnb.
The city’s Board of Supervisors
voted to adopt regulations that require
2
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permanent residents to secure a business
license from the city and show that they
have occupied their homes for 275 days
out of the last year, with a limit of 90
days of occupancy by Airbnb customers.
The city also developed a special department to assist with, regulate, and enforce
short-term rentals. There are reporting,
recordkeeping, and safety regulations
that govern short-term listings, and in
an effort to address affordable housing
concerns, the law prevents landlords from
evicting current tenants to create makeshift hotels.
San Francisco serves as a model for
the way municipalities can think about
Airbnb. While San Francisco amended
outdated laws, enacted a series of new
requirements, and developed a regulatory board, no capital improvements or
infrastructure were needed to address
the problems.
Airbnb’s rebuttal
In response to these varying municipal
reactions, Airbnb created a section on
its website educating customers about regulatory issues: http://bit.ly/2JQBXPr. The
page explains, “When deciding whether
to become an Airbnb host, it’s important
for you to understand how the laws work
in your city.”
It goes on to say that some cities
require a permit or restrict short-term
rentals altogether. “Local governments
vary greatly in how they enforce these

laws,” it warns. “Penalties may include
fines or other enforcement.”
Whether or not this shift of responsibility onto the user absolves Airbnb of
liability under familiar legal principles
(like agency and contributory liability)
currently remains to be seen.
What other solutions are possible?
Absent local ordinances expressly forbidding transient rentals, Airbnb and similar
lodging services would still be illegal
under most municipal zoning ordinances.
For the most part, large-scale enforcement
of illegal transient hotels presents a huge
challenge because of the inability to know
who is renting and when they are doing
so. One solution is the municipality’s
zoning enforcement officer could scan
Airbnb’s website for listings in that area.
This is a potentially time-consuming and
costly technique, but in a popular tourist
destination, listings can be bought up
just moments after they are posted. That
does not mean enforcement is impossible,
however, as one New York City tenant
learned the hard way, with potential fines
reaching over $40,000.
Sharing economy services can benefit
economic and social growth. Beneficial as
they may be, there are clear and present
dangers associated with these uses. In
light of these risks, regulation is in order.
Most sharing services prefer self-regulation to government-imposed, sometimes
burdensome regulation.
Recently, scholars have found that
successful self-regulatory organizations
exhibit four distinct characteristics.
First, they establish credibility early on
through its performance. Second, they
demonstrate strong enforcement capabilities. Third, they must be perceived as
legitimate and independent. And finally,
self-regulatory organizations must take
advantage of participants’ reputational
concerns and social capital.
—Leonard Cohen
Cohen is an associate at Synder & Synder LLP in
New York City and was the APA Planning and Law
Division Daniel J. Curtin Fellow in 2016. This article
is adapted from the Spring 2017 APA Planning and
Law Division newsletter: http://bit.ly/2jrI01O.
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will take time, money, and new thinking
to overcome a landscape and mindset
built over the last 50 years. With daily
news reports of deaths and injuries from
automobile crashes, we may scoff at a
vision of eliminating traffic fatalities. My
colleague, Beth Alden, aicp, the executive
director for the Hillsborough County
MPO in Tampa, states that the airline
and passenger train industries both have
a goal of zero fatalities, so why not the
surface transportation industry?

By enacting Vision Zero plans, municipalities can make their roads safer for all residents.

Working Toward Zero Traffic Fatalities

“PARKING-PROTECTED BIKE LANE IN CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS” BY ADAM COPPOLA (CC 1.0)

T

AMPA BAY, FLORIDA, LIKE MANY fast-growing metropolitan areas, has its share of

transportation successes and challenges. One of the most daunting challenges—
rooted in the region’s automobile-oriented development pattern, built primarily since
the 1960s—is the incidence of injuries and fatalities to pedestrians and bicyclists.
The 2016 release of Smart Growth America’s Dangerous by Design report once again
showed that the Tampa-St. Petersburg-Clearwater region is among most dangerous places
for walking and bicycling in the nation, and the trend is on the rise. Hillsborough County
experienced a 50 percent increase in pedestrian fatalities from 2014 to 2015.

In Pinellas County, where I live and
work, there were nearly 600 pedestrian
crashes in 2015, a 27 percent increase
since 2011. Pinellas has a pedestrian and
bicycle crash and fatality rate that is twice
the national average and higher than any
large county in Florida.
I experienced that firsthand last year,
when I was hit by a car while riding
my bike to work on a trail that crossed
several driveways. A fence and hedging
obstructed the driver’s view of trail users,
and a lack of pavement markings indicating the presence of the trail contributed
to the crash. The city of Clearwater,
Florida, striped the crossing and added
signage four days later, but across the
city, there remains much work to do—
and a Vision Zero plan is an effective
tool decision makers can use to eliminate
traffic fatalities.

What is Vision Zero?
Forward Pinellas, the Metropolitan Planning Organization for Pinellas County, is
working with law enforcement, transportation agencies, and community-based
organizations on a Vision Zero approach
to improve safety for cycling and walking
and reduce crashes overall.
Vision Zero grew out of an initiative
in Sweden to curtail traffic fatalities and
crashes. It is a holistic approach to saving
lives by focusing on engineering design,
education, law enforcement, and understanding the context of neighborhoods
that determines how people travel and
access destinations in their community.
It has since been adopted by New York
City, Los Angeles, and several other major
cities in North America.
The goal of Vision Zero is to eliminate
crash fatalities and reduce injury, but it

The evolving role of MPOs
MPOs have long been at the forefront
of funding bicycle and safety projects
and advocating for bike lanes and other
multimodal strategies. But the emergence
of the Vision Zero movement provides a
stronger impetus for MPOs to think, plan,
and fund more broadly, working with
coalitions of advocacy and community-based organizations to extend the reach
of traditional transportation planning and
funding mechanisms.
Meeting the performance-based,
outcome-driven planning requirements
of the Fixing America’s Surface Transportation Act means MPOs must define new
performance measures and set targets
to achieve the outcomes they seek. As a
project moves into the Transportation Improvement Program, MPOs must demonstrate how it helps achieve the established
target. That puts a focus on improving
safety for all users of our roadways.
Forward Pinellas and the Hillsborough County MPO are coordinating their
respective Vision Zero efforts through
Bike/Walk Tampa Bay, a regional safe
streets advocacy organization. While the
approaches differ, both MPOs are taking
action to make roads safer to cross and
travel along for pedestrians and cyclists.
In Pinellas, our action plan entails the
following steps:
1. ESTABLISH A VISION ZERO multidisci-

plinary and multijurisdictional working
group to guide the effort. Members include
local engineers and planners and representatives from the state department of
American Planning Association
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transportation, law enforcement agencies,
the department of health, and advocacy
groups like AARP.
2. DEVELOP A VISION STATEMENT and

guiding principles.

3. SEEK RESOLUTIONS OF SUPPORT of

the vision and guiding principles from
Forward Pinellas and local governments.
4. DEVELOP AN ACTION PLAN for Gulf

Boulevard, one of the county’s busiest
corridors along the Gulf of Mexico. The
objective is to start with one significant
corridor, show successful actions, then
expand to the rest of the county.
5. UNDERTAKE A DATA-DRIVEN

crash analysis to examine causes and

locations of serious crashes to provide
support for funding improvements
through the federal Highway Safety
Improvement Program.
6. REVIEW LAND DEVELOPMENT policies

and municipal technical specifications to
identify best practices and modifications
that promote safe street design standards.
7. IDENTIFY AND COORDINATE physical

improvements with responsible agencies
and the local community.
8. ENGAGE LAW ENFORCEMENT for tar-

geted enforcement using grants and other
mechanisms to fund activities.
9. DEVELOP A COMMUNICATIONS plan

that focuses on education, awareness,

and explaining specific actions to
multiple jurisdictions.
10. DEVELOP A PERFORMANCE mea-

surement strategy to document progress
toward achieving desired outcomes. As
part of that strategy, the MPO board and
its 25 local governments will be asked
to approve the Vision Zero Action Plan.
We will develop a biennial performance
report card that highlights the actions
we’ve taken, the results we’ve seen, and
any additional steps needed to move
toward our Vision Zero goal.
—Whit Blanton,

faicp

Blanton is executive director at Forward Pinellas,
which serves as the metropolitan planning
organization and countywide land-use planning
agency for Pinellas County. A version of this
article appeared in APA’s Transportation Planning
Division newsletter: http://bit.ly/2FzuDFn.
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The shared economy can
play a complementary—but
also complicated—role in our
communities. Take a look at these
resources for some guidance on
how to determine the best landuse policies for your municipality
amid a growing industry of
Airbnbs, Ubers, and bike shares.

“Bike Sharing,” PAS QuickNotes
6: planning.org/publications/
document/9100472.
“Connecting the Dots,” Planning,
April 2017: planning.org/
planning/2017/apr/connectingdots.
“Could You Bnb My Neighbor?”
Planning, February 2016: http://bit.
ly/2KWyUGS.
“Regulating Short-Term Rentals,”
Planning, May 2017: planning.org/
planning/2017/may/legallessons.
“Peering into the Peer Economy:
Short-Term Rental Regulation,”
Zoning Practice, October 2015:
planning.org/publications/
document/9006873.
Planning for Shared Mobility,
PAS Report 583: planning.org/
publications/report/9107556.

HISTORY YESTERDAY’S CITY OF TOMORROW
The City is a 31-minute documentary film produced by the American Institute of
Planners for the “City of Tomorrow” exhibit at the 1939 New York World’s Fair.
The brainchild of Catherine Bauer, urban planner and public housing advocate,
the movie was written by Lewis Mumford and Pare Lorentz, directed by Ralph
Steiner and Willard Van Dyke, and scored by Aaron Copland. It compares hectic
life in the modern congested city of the time with quality of life in a planned
community life in Greenbelt, Maryland. In 1998, The City was selected for preservation in the U.S. National Film Registry by the Library of Congress.
For a look at how planned communities have changed since 1939,
watch The City: youtube.com/watch?v=7nuvcpnysjU.
—Nick Ammerman
Ammerman is the library and taxonomy manager at APA.
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Addressing the Growth in
Short-Term Rentals, on-demand
education: planning.org/events/
course/9126542.

